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Abstract. Ice-ice is one of the seaweed diseases. The population of bacteria in seaweed affected by ice-
ice is estimated to be quite high. This research aims to identify the amount of bacteria population on 

seaweed (E. denticulatum) infected by ice-ice disease. This research used Complete Random Design with 
three treatments and three repetitions. Bacteria population analysis used a media of Tryctic Soy Agar 

(TSA) and solution of Butterfield’s Phosphate Buffered (BFP) with agar spread technique. The samples 
were part of thallus that had ice-ice disease, compared to healthy thallus which was close to ice-ice and 

healthy thallus sample which was far from ice-ice, each sample measured 25 g in weight. The results 
show that highest average bacteria population on thallus with ice-ice (TS) was 8.73 x 108 CFU mL-1 (log: 

7.94) and the lowest on healthy thallus far from ice-ice (TJ) was 1.03 x 107 CFU mL-1 (log: 7.01). Water 
quality parameter measurement results during the research showed water transparency of 6.28 m, 

temperature 29oC, depth 7.32 m, current velocity 11.56 m, salinity 33 ppt, dissolved oxygen (DO) 7.8 
mg L-1, nitrate 0.0104 mg L-1 and phosphate 0.0042 mg L-1. There was no significant correlation 

evidenced between environmental conditions and ice-ice disease. 
Key Words: seaweed, cultivation, growth rate, healthy thallus. 

 
 
Introduction. Seaweed is commonly cultivated and traded as a raw material for various 
products that have high economic value (Kasim et al 2016; Yahya 2013). Seaweed 
cultivation development has been performed, however there are many problems faced. 

The main problem which is commonly found in cultivation is pest attack and ice-ice 
disease (Alibon et al 2019; Kasim et al 2017). Seaweed disease is known as ice-ice. Ice-
ice disease does not only attack Kappaphycus alvarezii, but also Eucheuma denticulatum. 
E. denticulatum could be attacked by ice-ice disease especially caused by environmental 
changes such as current, temperature, salinity level, and water transparency in the 
cultivation site (Arasamuthu & Edward 2018; Budiyanto et al 2019; Kasim et al 2018; 
Tisera & Naguit 2009). The aggression happens in an extended period of time. This 

disease occurs with a sign of red fleck/spots on some thallus and eventually becomes 
pale yellow and gradually the thallus becomes white, and then the thallus become fragile 
and break easily in the end (KKP 2005). The broken thallus causes weight loss of the 
seaweed. Ice-ice disease on one thallus of seaweed could damage other thallus seaweed 
in very short time if there is no prevention. Negative impact that commonly happens on 
carrageenan industry is the spread of ice-ice disease that attack seaweed in the 
cultivation location (Mendoza et al 2002). Impact of ice-ice disease infection towards 
seaweed varies between 10 and 100%, so that usually it causes harvest failure and profit 
loss to the farmers (Khan & Satam 2003). An early harvest activity of seaweed is the 
only way to handle it for the cultivation farmers which is usually done to anticipate bigger 
material loss from the ice-ice disease. The effort to reduce material loss, the harvest has 
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to be conducted as soon as possible if the disease occurs (Trono 1993; KKP 2005). Ice-
ice disease occurs because of environmental change that is not suitable with optimal 
condition to support the growth of seaweed, therefore it generate body endurance loss of 
the seaweed (Tokan et al 2015; Trono 1974). Occurrence of ice-ice disease is possibly 

because a particular pathogen bacteria attack especially when the seaweed is in a weak 
condition (stress) because of significant water quality parameter changes (Arasamuthu  & 
Edward 2018). This shows that the bacteria attack which causes this disease is secondary 
attack that effectively generates disease only when the growth is not optimal (abnormal) 
Uyenco et al 1981. 
 Consistent efforts have been done in order to prevent ice-ice disease. One of them 
is the utilization of cultivation technology (Tokan et al 2015). Seaweed cultivation uses 

simple system with longline and floating cage method which is very common and highly 
advanced by farmers (Kasim et al 2016; Kasim et al 2019). However, the cultivation 
method yet is not able to overcome the problem of seaweed cultivation (Kasim et al 
2017; Yulianto 2003). A method to prevent ice-ice disease is using floating cage 
cultivation technology with the purpose to increase cultivation protection from pest and 
to prevent the ice-ice disease occurence (Kasim et al 2016, 2019). Besides, the usages of 
herbs material like Saliara sp. which have antibacterial compound has been used to 
prevent bacterial attack (Jaya 2014). Bacteria population on seaweed infected by ice-ice 
disease is unknown, so the occurrence of bacterial population is very important to be 
identified for a basis to analyzing the causes and its aggression. Based on this statement, 
research of bacterial population on seaweed (E. denticulatum) which has ice-ice disease 
with the floating cage technology as a new developing technology in seaweed cultivation 
is very important to be conducted. 

The present study aims to determine bacterial populations in healthy and ice-ice 

infected seaweed thallus. 
 

Material and Method. The present research was conducted from January to March 2014 
at two station in Tanjung Tiram seaweed cultivation areas, South Konawe district, 
Southeast Sulawesi Province. Advanced research to analysis of bacteria population was 
performed at Laboratory of Fish Quarantine Station, Quality Control and Safety of Fishery 
Products, Kendari, Indonesia. Analysis of water quality parameters was performed in field 
and Laboratory of Faculty of Fishery and Marine Science, Halu Oleo University. 
 
Seaweed sample collection. Samples of seaweed thallus were collected from seaweed 
cultivation area in field research, particularly from inside a horizontal net cage. Horizontal 
net cages were used in other to avoid herbivorous fish to graze samples. There 9 
horizontal net cages were used. The sampling was done randomly. Seaweed thallus 
samples consisted of 3 treatments: the part of thallus with ice-ice (TS), part of healthy 
thallus close to the ice-ice (TD) and part of healthy thallus far from ice-ice (TJ). For every 
treatment there were 3 times repetition, therefore it becomes TS1, TD1, TJ1; TS2, TD2, 
TJ2; and TS3, TD3, TJ3, with 25 g for each sample. 
 
Bacteria population. For the sterilization of the equipment we used an aseptic agent. 
The sterilized equipment was utilized during seaweed bacteria population observation.  

 Each part of the thallus was blended together with 255 mL BFP solution. After 
that, thallus and BFP solution were homogenized for ±2 minutes. The preparation of 
dissolving solution used BFP 9 mL per test tube. After that the bacteria dilution was done 
periodically until dilution step 5 with 100 µL in every square root of dilution. 
 Bacteria plantation was done using spread method. After that, bacteria incubation 
process was done for 1x24 hours with storage cup upside down. Bacteria that grew on 
TSA media was manually calculated with simplo and duplo repetition and marked with a 
marker in the calculated colony. The dilution was counted only until the growth colony 
resulted around 30-300 colonies (Gobel 2008).  

Bacteria population on seaweed thallus were analyzed as the part of thallus that 
got ice-ice disease (TS), part of healthy thallus close with the ice-ice (TJ), and part of 
healthy thallus far from the ice-ice (TD). Calculation of bacteria colony amount is to 
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determine bacteria population in every sample. Bacteria density was calculated according 
to Lay (1994): 

Ntot CFU/mL = T/Q x 1/S x 1/V 
Where: 

 Ntot  - Total bacteria colony/mL 
 T - Total of bacteria in petri dish 
 Q - Total of petri dish used 
 S - Dilution used 
 V - Inoculated volume (mL) 
 
Water quality parameter measurement. Environmental parameters measurement 

was done once during the research. Measurements were performed in the field, 
simultaneously with the seaweed collection. Parameters recorded in the research field 
consisted of water transparency, temperature, depth, current velocity, and salinity. While 
nitrate, phosphate, and dissolved oxygen was analyzed at the laboratory. 
 
Statistical analysis. To identify the impact of different bacteria population treatment 
towards observed variable, therefore variable analysis (ANOVA) was conducted with 
confidence level of 95%. If the analysis results showed significant differences, it was 
continues with Duncan Test to see the differences between treatments. Analysis was 
performed using computer program SPSS ver. 24.0. 
 

Results and Discussion 
  
Ice-ice disease. The ice-ice disease outbreak on E. denticulatum occurred in March, on 

the sixth week of the growing period. Basically ice-ice occurs on the edge of the thallus. 
The edge of thallus is a young part of the thallus that grows on seaweed. Part of the 
thallus that has ice-ice got physical characteristics which are slimy thallus surface, 
friable, and white colored. Healthy thallus, whether close or far from ice-ice infection 
have the same characteristics of brown color, intact (not broken), not slimy and have a 
high amount of branches. One of the factors that cause the occurrence of ice-ice disease 
is the inappropriate environmental conditions, which makes the seaweed vulnerable to 
ice-ice disease triggered by some bacteria. Based on our observations, thallus that has 
ice-ice disease white was colored and appeared translucent and was slimy. It is assumed 
that white coloration of the thallus was caused by the loss of pigment due to environment 
change and less supportive for the growth of seaweed. While slimes that are produced on 
thallus is the result of organic substance freed (carrageenan) which triggers the 
occurrence of pathogen bacteria growth. Ice-ice disease is commonly marked by 
whitening process on the root of thallus, middle, and edge, begins with color change of 

thallus to become crystal white or transparent (KKP 2004). Ice-ice infection attacks on 
the root of thallus, stem, and edge of young thallus, causes tissue turning to white and 
part of thallus that turns into transparent white (Lundsor 2001; Santoso & Nugraha 
2008). Healthy seaweed thallus condition is completely different from infected seaweed 
thallus. Healthy thallus condition includes brown color and not slimy, so that bacterial 
infection triggers on the seaweed does not happen. Steps of the occurrence of ice-ice 
disease on seaweed begin with drastic environment change. Parameter such as 

temperature, salinity, and water current velocity, which less supportive in a long term, 
causes seaweed stress. Stress caused by sudden environment condition change such as 
salinity, water temperature, and light intensity, becomes main triggers of the ice-ice 
disease occurrence on seaweed (Arasamuthu & Edward 2018; KKP 2005). The second 
step is that stressed seaweed shows color change from brown to white. It is assumed 
that pigment from the thallus has disappears caused by the environment condition, so 

there is no photosynthesis process. Seaweed thallus which loses its pigment and shows 
symptom of ice-ice disease has low carrageenan content between 0.5-25% (Hayashi et al 
2010). The third step is the occurrence of slime on thallus with ice-ice disease. It is 
assumed that the slime comes from organic substance (carrageenan) coming out from 
the broken thallus cell wall caused by whitening thallus process. Organic substance 
release triggers for pathogen bacteria to grow and develop, so that the chance for ice-ice 
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disease to occur is higher in combination with fluctuating environmental conditions. In a 
stressed condition seaweed (Gacilaria, Eucheuma, and Kappaphycus) will release organic 
substance that causes slimy thallus and stimulate bacteria to excessively grow around it 
(Mendoza et al 2002; KKP 2005). The fourth step is that thallus becomes soft and 

broken. It is assumed that before the thallus is fragile and broken, young tissue 
(meristem) on thallus that has ice-ice could trigger pathogen bacterial infection which 
worsens the seaweed condition. Bad environment condition continuously causes the 
thallus to break and the decrease of seaweed weight. Plant tissue on the part which got 
disease becomes soft and broken, while the infected branch part will crack and fractured 
fall to the ocean, so it causes plant weight loss (Amiluddin 2007). 
 Part of thallus which relatively got ice-ice disease is the edge (young thallus) 

compared to the root part (old thallus). Edge of the thallus is vulnerable because it is a 
young tissue that always performs cell division and it is categorized as vulnerable 
towards environmental changes. It is also assumed that immune system from the edge 
part of the thallus is lacking, in addition with bad environment condition makes the 
thallus susceptible to disease (Arasamuthu & Edward 2018). The scar on thallus 
represents a potential spot for pathogen bacteria installation. Some ways to seaweed get 
infected by bacteria of ice-ice disease are traces of cuts (cuttings for seed) and scars due 
to extremely tight seed bond, so that bacteria enters from thallus pores (Amiluddin 
2007). Ice-ice infection attacks on the root of thallus, stem and edge of young thallus, 
causes tissue whitening (Largo 2002; Santoso & Nugraha 2008). 
 Seaweed cultivation using longline method is more vulnerable towards ice-ice 
disease compared to horizontal net cage method. Horizontal net cage method for 
cultivation could minimize the occurrence of ice-ice disease on cultivated seaweed (Kasim 
et al 2017). Cultivated seaweed with longline method cannot avoid a strong current flow, 

while horizontal net cage method could absorb strong current so it can minimize ropes 
erosion towards seaweed thallus. The occurrence of ice-ice disease in horizontal net cage 
could be due to environment factor changes like temperature and salinity (Kasim & 
Mustafa 2017; Kasim et al 2020). 
 

Bacteria population. Our research results show that the highest average bacteria 
population occurred on part of thallus with ice-ice (TS) with 8.73 x 108 CFU mL-1 (log: 
7.94), followed by part of healthy thallus close to ice-ice (TD) with 1.64 x 107 CFU mL-1 
(log: 7.22) and the average of lowest population occurred on healthy thallus far from ice-
ice (TJ) with 1.03 x 107 CFU mL-1 (log: 7.01) (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1. The average value of the bacterial population in seaweed (Eucheuma 

denticulatum). TS - part of thallus by ice-ice, TD - part of healthy thallus close to infected 
ice-ice, TJ - part of healthy thallus far from ice-ice infected spots. 
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Variants analysis result shows that the average bacteria population of seaweed E. 
denticulatum is significantly different (Sig.<0.05) (Table 1), therefore it was continued 
with Duncan test. Based on the result of Duncan test, concerning bacteria population, the 
part of healthy thallus close to ice-ice (TD) was not significantly different from the 

healthy thallus far from ice-ice (TJ), but the healthy thallus close to ice-ice (TD) and part 
of healthy thallus far from ice-ice (TJ) showed significant differences toward part of 
thallus with ice-ice (TS) (Table 2). 
 

Table 1 
Results of variants analysis on bacteria population on Eucheuma denticulatum 

 

 Sum of squares df Mean square F Sig. 

Between groups 3.339E16 2 1.670E16 6.631 0.030 

Within groups 1.511E16 6 2.518E15   

Total 4.850E16 8    

 
Table 2 

Results of Duncan analysis on bacteria population on Eucheuma denticulatum 
 

Bacteria population N 
Subset for alpha = 0.05 

1 2 

TJ 3 4.0348E7  

TD 3 4.7381E7  

TS 3  1.7293E8 

Sig.  0.869 1.000 

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed. 

Uses harmonic mean sample size = 3,000. 
 
Thallus part that had ice-ice signs (TS1, TS2, and TS3) showed an approximately 

bacteria population of 9.28 x 107 to 2.62 x 106 CFU mL-1, respectively. It is assumed 
that bacterium on thallus which has ice-ice disease is Vibrio sp. (Table 3). 
 

Table 3 
Calculation of bacteria population from each dilution 

 

No. Treatment 
Calculation of each dilution Average 

(CFU mL-1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

1 TS1 - - - 2.62 x 108 2.62 x 108 
2 TS2 - - - 1.64 x 108 1.64 x 108 
3 TS3 - - 2.16 x 107 1.64 x 108 9.28 x 107 

4 TD1 - 2.66 x 106 1.70 x 107 1.28 x 108 4.92 x 107 
5 TD2 2.56 x 105 2.24 x 106 2.08 x 107 1.38 x 108 4.03 x 107 

6 TD3 - - 1.92 x 107 8.60 x 107 5.26 x 107 

7 TJ1 2.32 x 105 2.34 x 106 2.22 x 107 9.90 x 107 3.09 x 107 
8 TJ2 - - 2.24 x 107 9.80 x 107 6.02 x 107 
9 TJ3 - - 1.98 x 107 4.00 x 107 2.99 x 107 

 
The present research results shows that in the test preparation, there were 3 groups of 
colonies which gave an overview of bacterial coloni in the ice-ice thallus >300 colony 
(TS), thallus samples close to the ice-ice (TD) infection, 20-3000 colony and thallus 
which were far from the ice-ice infection, namely <30 colony (TJ) (Table 4). 
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Table 4 
Bacteria colony of on perpetrates sample analysis 

 

No. Sample Figure Information 

1 TS 

 

Too substantial 

bacteria colony to 

count (TBUD) 

(>300 colonies) 

2 TD 

 

Countable bacteria 
colony 

(30-300 colonies) 

3 TJ 

 

Too low bacteria 

colony to count 

(TSUD)  

(<30 colonies) 

 

 

Thallus part that has ice-ice disease get the highest population amount compared to the 
healthy thallus part close to ice-ice and healthy thallus part far from ice-ice. It is 
assumed that thallus which has ice-ice disease is infected with by pathogen bacteria. 
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While healthy thallus part close or far from ice-ice still got bacteria. It is assumed that 
bacteria on the healthy thallus were beneficial bacteria. It is because basically bacteria 
are present in every body of living being. Austin & Austin (2007) stated that every 
bacterium is a microorganism present in the air, water, soil, and inside of the body of 

living being. In line with that statement, in the present research bacteria were evidenced 
on healthy and ill thallus evenly. Based on the research results, TS treatment had the 
highest bacteria population. It is assumed that thallus which has ice-ice disease is 
infected with pathogen bacteria. Pathogen bacteria tend to destroy its host (thallus) 
which is supported by bad water environment condition for seaweed growth. Thallus part 
which commonly gets the disease is the edge (young) and root thallus (old). That part of 
the thallus that undergone the cell division process and is categorized as young tissue, 

has weak immune system, and in unfavorable environment condition cannot prevent 
bacteria growth. While root part of the thallus is old thallus and it is assumed to possess 
strong immune system. The occurrence of ropes bond erosion and extreme tightness of 
ropes bond causes scars on the thallus roots. Scarred thallus condition can be overcome 
by its immune system for growing well (healthy) and could push a normal bacteria 
growth. However, in unfavorable environment condition (change of salinity, temperature, 
water transparency, and drastic water current velocity) thallus immune system activity is 
lowered so it cannot overcome the bacteria growth. Pathogen bacteria will eventually 
grow on that area. So the bacteria population in TS treatment was higher. Sutrian (2004) 
stated that on the edge of the thallus there is initial cell which always split to form a new 
cell for growing process. Ekawati (2008) stated that little part of thallus is the growing 
point for seaweed so it has thin epidermis layer which is vulnerable towards bacteria and 
sensitive to environmental changes. Healthy thallus part has carrageenan and complete 
cellulose and function very well to protect seaweed wall cell, while thallus that has ice-ice 

contains low of even none carrageenan and cellulose because it is degraded by pathogen 
bacteria so the seaweed wall cell is broken (Lundsor 2001). 

 Pathogen bacteria population on thallus part that has ice-ice besides could cause 
weight loss of the seaweed; it could also decrease carrageenan level from the thallus. It 
is assumed that pathogen bacteria could degrade carrageenan which is used as nutrition 
for the growth. So the pathogen bacteria population increases alongside with the increase 
of thallus infection (Mendoza et al 2002). Pathogen bacteria could infect seaweed by 
degrading its chemical component which is carrageenan through polymerization result by 
carrageen’s enzyme (Vairappan 2006). 

 According to the research results, TD treatment has less bacteria population than 
TS treatment. It is assumed that bacteria in TD treatment are only a small part that could 
breed and grow although at a very low rate. It is also assumed that healthy thallus part 
has immune system in the form of carrageenan and cellulose that can reach the normal 
bacteria growth and pathogen. Lundsor (2001) stated that carrageenan and complete 
cellulose on healthy thallus can function well to protect seaweed wall cell from bacteria.  
TJ treatment had lowest bacteria population amount than TD treatment. It is assumed 
that thallus could press the bacteria growth. On a healthy condition, thallus produces 
carrageenan as immune system to avoid pathogen bacterial infection so it can minimalize 
the chance of disease to occur caused by bacteria. The higher carrageenan level on a 
thallus in supportive environment condition for seaweed growth and lower pathogen 

bacteria growth, so serious bacterial infection cannot occur. Lobban & Horrison (1994) 
stated that the occurrence of infectious disease on seaweed is caused by the imbalance 
between host, pathogen, and seaweed media environment. Bacteria population on 
healthy thallus close or far has a stable weight mass. So it is assumed that carrageenan 
level compound is not decreasing. It is caused by bacteria on healthy thallus part that 
cannot degrade carrageenan. Carrageenan is assumed as immune system that can 
protect thallus from bacteria and disease. However, on a less supportive environment 
condition, thallus immune system decreases, so the thallus is vulnerable towards disease. 
Trono (1974) stated that the cause of ice-ice is environmental changes which are not 
suitable for growth and causes a decrease of the seaweed immune system activity. 
Lundsor (2001) stated that carrageenan and complete cellulose on healthy thallus can 
function well to protect seaweed wall cell. On thallus part that had ice-ice (TS1, TS2, and 
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TS3) got an approximately bacteria population of 9.28 x 107 to 2.62 x 106 CFU mL-1, 
respectively. It is assumed that bacteria on thallus which has ice-ice is Vibrio sp. 
(Arasamuthu & Edward 2018). It is based on the isolation result and bacteria 
identification from thallus which has ice-ice disease from Ask et al (2003), obtained 

bacteria from Vibrio genus that dominates seaweed thallus with ice-ice disease. 
High bacterial populations on thallus affected by ice-ice disease are assumed 

because pathogen and also normal bacteria amount increases. Normal bacteria in 
unfavorable environmental conditions can turn into pathogen bacteria. Pathogen bacteria 
multiply their number and slowly increase the bacteria population. Bacteria is the main 
factor on ice-ice disease development, where was found that normal bacteria can become 
opportunistic pathogen in certain conditions (Largo 2002). Bacteria installations on a 

healthy thallus begin with the attachment on the thallus surface. Bacteria was able to 
grow but in small population. The existence of bacteria in health thallus is still in a small 
population. It is assumed that bacteria are still in normal condition to grow and also 
thallus (host) has good immune system to push the growth from the bacteria population. 
Healthy thallus has carrageenan and complete cellulose and function well to protect 
seaweed wall cell (Lundsor 2001). 

Healthy thallus part close to ice-ice (TD) and healthy thallus far from ice-ice (TJ) 
has a similar bacteria population as healthy thallus close with ice-ice (TD) and healthy 
thallus far from ice-ice (TJ), and also healthy thallus close to ice-ice (TD) and healthy 
thallus far from ice-ice (TJ). Distance between healthy thallus close or far does not show 
difference in bacteria population amount. TD and TJ treatment had small bacteria 
population. It is assumed that bacteria spread in water body on good environment 
condition, does not affect the bacteria that attach on healthy thallus (Darma 2014). While 
bacteria spread in a water body in unfavorable environmental conditions, affect the 

number of bacteria that attach and grow on thallus with ice-ice disease. Basically bacteria 
spread horizontally through water media (Santoso & Nugraha 2008) 

 The movement of bacteria on thallus with ice-ice disease begins with the existence 
of bacteria on healthy thallus even though before infection by ice-ice disease. Colony of 
bacteria grows and breeds but in a small population. Unfavorable environmental 
conditions causes bacteria to be able to breed well but not for the thallus. It is assumed 
that unsuitable growth conditions for thallus are suitable for bacteria growth. 
Environmental conditions that affect this status are water current velocity, temperature, 
salinity, water transparency, and nutrition (Arasamuthu & Edward 2018). Slow current 
speed causes less nutrition that spread around the edge of thallus (young growth). The 
edge part of thallus is the part that grows by absorbing nutrients for photosynthesis 
process. However, thus nutrient is lacking so the thallus is in famished condition. The 
part of the thallus that starves causes disturbed metabolism. If this condition lasts longer 
alongside with unfavorable environment could facilitate bacteria installation and growth 
on the thallus. The impact of hunger (nutrient lack) and accumulation of metabolite 
leftover combination could cause ice-ice disease. It is assumed that such kind of condition 
causes those normal bacteria to become pathogen bacteria, because of the suitable living 
environment for its growth (Neish 2005). From 8 isolates, pathogeny test towards 
healthy K. alvarezii shows that 5 isolates could cause ice-ice disease symptom 
(Darmayati 2010). 

Pathogen bacteria could degrade carrageenan and thallus loses their immune 
system. Carrageenan degradation result causes thallus to release slime. Slime on thallus 
triggers pathogen bacteria and other bacteria to flourish. So it favors the thallus ice-ice 
disease population increase. Lundsor (2001) stated that carrageenan and cellulose 
content decrease and even disappear because it is degraded by pathogen bacteria so the 
seaweed wall cell break. KKP (2005) reported that thallus with ice-ice disease will release 
organic substance that causes thallus to become slimy and stimulate bacteria growth and 
flourish around it. It also happens to root of thallus (old part). Usually the root of thallus 
is the place where the cultivation ropes bonds are (hanging ropes). On a healthy thallus, 
it appears that bacteria grow normally on the surface of the thallus. It is assumed that 
bad environment condition (strong current speed) with extreme tightness of ropes bond 
could cause thallus erosion and generates scars. Scars are the way for bacteria to enter 
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into the thallus. Bacteria penetration causes carrageenan degradation in the thallus, and 
the result is a slimy surface. Besides, pathogen bacteria could also break thallus cell. 
Scars of thallus caused by tight seed bond could be a way for ice-ice to cause bacterial 
infection through scars pore (Amiluddin 2007). 
 

Water quality parameters. Water quality parameters measured on seaweed cultivation 
area during the research can be seen in Table 5. 
 

Table 5 
Water quality parameters in Eucheuma denticulatum cultivation area during sample 

collection 

 

No. Parameters Units 
Average 

value 
Data comparison 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

Brightness 
Temperature 

Depth 
Current velocity 

Salinity 
Dissolved oxygen (DO) 

Nitrate 
Phosphate 

m 
0C 
m 

cm s-1 

ppt 
mg L-1 
mg L-1 
mg L-1 

6.28 
29 

7.32 
11.56 

33 
7.8 

0.0104 
0.0042 

>1 (Widodo & Suadi 2006) 
26-32 (Afrianto & Liviawaty 2003) 

5-15 (Sulistijo 2007) 
20-40 (Indriani & Sumiarsih 2003) 

33-35 (Sadhori 1992) 
4.5-9.8 (Gerung 2007) 

0.0071-0.0169 (Aslan 2011) 
0.051-1.00 (Alam 2011) 

 
High bacteria population on thallus with ice-ice disease infection was affected by drastic 

environmental changes. Water transparency could affect growth of bacteria. Brightness 
level during the research was 6.28 m. Light provide energy for photosynthesis process, 
so the ability of light penetration in certain depth levels really affects water organism 
vertical distribution (Widodo & Suadi 2006). The main factor that is highly related with 
light penetration is water transparency. Ideal water transparency is more than 1 m, in 
this case, photosynthesis process could be performed optimally, and so can produces a 
high quantity of oxygen. Whereas the measured dissolved oxygen level was 7.8 mg L-1. 
This value is appropriate with dissolved oxygen (DO) level that is mandatory for the life 
and growth of E. denticulatum, of which range is from 4.5 to 9.8 mg L-1. Water current 
that flows between small islands groups and the vast seagrass beds highly influences the 
relative DO concentration in water (Gerung 2007). Bacteria with high DO demand are 
allegedly located on the surface of thallus (Tisera & Naguit 2009). So the aggression of 
pathogen bacteria towards thallus is increasing. Some pathogen, especially bacteria, is 
very motile and could easily attack seaweed surface (Largo et al 1997). Furthermore, 

aerobe bacteria will be on the surface of the media because bacteria will take oxygen 
freely from the air, while anaerobe bacteria will be on the bottom, far from surface of 
experimental media (Largo et al 1999; Ulfa 2004). 
 Temperature level during the research was 29oC and had salinity level of 33 ppt. 
Water temperature is very important for seaweed particularly to help the process of 
photosynthesis. That recorded temperature was appropriate for seaweed needs. Seaweed 
grows and breeds well in water with 26-32oC temperature, water temperature also 
affects the photosynthesis process. For salinity, on that level seaweed still grow even 
though with ice-ice disease (Afrianto & Liviawaty 2003). Salinity level that is appropriate 
for seaweed growth is between 33 and 35 ppt. Temperature and salinity parameter range 
support seaweed growth, as well as it supports the growth of bacteria that attack the 
thallus. Pathogen bacteria can grow under low and even high temperature conditions 
(Sadhori 1992). Ice-ice disease is basically caused by less favorable environmental 
conditions in the plantation area. Unsupportive factors in cultivation area refer to high or 

low temperature, high or low salinity, high or low light intensity, and enough nutrition 
(Largo 2002). Seaweed cultivation is conducted in 5-15 m depth water area. The depth 
during the research was 7.32 m. The water depth is haigly correlated with light 
penetration, temperature, and DO content (Sulistijo 2002).  
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 Current speed recorded during the research was 11.56 cm s-1. It shows that the 
current speed does not support seaweed growth, but in opposite, it supports the 
pathogen bacteria population growth. Current speed value that is suitable for seaweed 
cultivation is between 20 and 40 cm s-1 (Indriani & Sumiarsih 2003). Some pathogens, 

especially bacteria, are very motile and easily attack the surface of seaweed. Current 
speed not only increase nutrition exchange but also prevents pathogen potential which 
comes from the water around it for the growth of seaweed thallus (Largo et al 1997). 
When seaweed is stressed because of low salinity, temperature, water movement, and 
light intensity, will facilitate pathogen infection (Imardjono et al 1989). 
 During our research, nutrient level was 0.0104 mg L-1 nitrate and 0.0042 mg L-1 

phosphate. Good water nitrate concentration for seaweed growth is 0.0071-0.0169 mg L-1 

(Aslan 2011). The optimal phosphate concentration for seaweed growth is between 0.051 
and 1.00 mg L-1. In case of lower phosphate availability (less than its optimal), the 
amount will be used as nutrient for photosynthesis process and metabolism. Low 
nutrition is caused by weak current speed. A lack of nutrition distribution affects the 
thallus metabolism. Thus, this condition decreases seaweed growth that affects its 
vulnerability towards ice-ice disease (Alam 2011). In very quiet waters, the impact of 
nutrient hunger and metabolite leftover accumulation could cause occurrence of ice-ice 
disease (Neish 2005). 
 
Conclusions. The recorded average bacteria population of E. denticulatum on thallus 
with ice-ice disease (TS) was 8.73 x 108 CFU mL-1 (log: 7.94). On healthy thallus close to 
ice-ice (TD) was 1.64 x 107 CFU mL-1 (log: 7.22) and bacteria population average on 
healthy thallus far from ice-ice (TJ) was 1.03 x 107 CFU mL-1 (log: 7.01). Bacteria 
populations were grown rapidly on thallus infected by ice-ice disease and in a normal 

range on thallus far from ice-ice infected spots. 
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